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[Unattributed report: "Blackwater Has Established Mysterious Guesthouses in
Abottabad; Presence of Officials Has Been Revealed"]

Abottabad -- Mysterious guesthouses have been established in Abottabad's
famous residential area. It has been revealed that Blackwater officials are living
there. Important persons regularly visit these guesthouses, and there are fears
that the peace and stability in Abottabad may be affected. According to the
details received, there are many guesthouses in Abottabad where immoral
activities take place at night and meetings in the name of NGOs are arranged
during the day. As soon as the night falls, suspicious persons start coming to
these guesthouses.

According to the details received, these guesthouses in Abottabad's Jinnahabad
Kakhan Colony are a cause of concern for the local residents. During the day,
luxurious cars come to these guesthouses and suspicious people stay there for
weeks on the pretext of holding meetings. The local administration has been
informed about these suspicious activities. The local residents are worried
because foreign citizens routinely visit these guesthouses with suspicious
belongings. The women are afraid of going to markets. The local residents have
requested the cantonment board officials and law enforcement agencies to take
action against the owners of these guesthouses and relocate them outside the
residential area.

[Description of Source: Peshawar Al-Qalam Online in Urdu  Website of The
Pen,  a weekly newspaper published by the banned jihadist organization Jaish-e
Mohammad, which is known for its close links with Taliban and Al-Qa'ida.
Reportedly JeM chief Maulana Masud Azhar, whose whereabouts are apparently
not known to the Pakistan Government, is the editor and also writes a weekly
column using Saadi  as a pseudonym. Carries reports and articles on
propagation of jihad and jihadist activities around the world; URL
http://www.alqalamonline.com]
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